Abstract The sequence of cubic,incommensurate and ferroelectric phases found in Pb 2 Cowo 6 -is described in the framework of the Landau theory.The model, which involves two different order-parameters,accounts for the first-order character of the transitions,the reentrant behaviour of the incommensurate phase and its coexistence with the ferroelectric phase.
INTRODUCTION
In order to ct~3ify the controversial data previously reported in Pb 2
Co1-l0 6 (PC)f) · , large single crystals of this composition were synthesLzeg_ 7 and a comprehensive set of experiments we5e recently und~rt$kgn . ,wh~ch include polarizeg light microscopy ,e~ec5;}c polLng ' ,bLrefrLngence measurements ,and neutron scatterLng • These experiments confirmed the sequence of phase transitions which is schematized in Fig.1 ,namely:l)a strongly first-order transition at T 1 c298 K'~om the high-temperature pfraelectric phase,with the elpasolite-like structure(space-group Oh ),to an incommensurate (INC) phase(II) .The temperature dependence of the satellite peak intensities which appear at T 1 ,show a reentrant behaviour,i.e. a sharp increase at 285 K and a saturation around 240 K ,followed by a continuous decrease with decreasing temperature.The satellites survive the transition to phase I l l and can be observed down to about 100 K.
2)At 235 K another first-order transition to a ferroelectric phase (Ill) takes place,characterized by the onset of a superstructure corresponding to a differe~t wave-vec~ tor .In~his phase one can observe a non-standard dependence on temperature,for the spontaneous polarization aRd hysteresis loops.
The aim of this paper is to present a tentative model which accounts for the preceding experi~ental results.A more detailed model will be published elsewhere • 
At T 1 =235 K the new satellite peaks,which ~veal the onset of phase 1 III,correspond to the wave-vector k 2 =(0,0,2n/a) (the 10 point of the fee Brillouin-zone ,i.e.kLO in the Kovalev notation )and are associated with a doubling of the cell parameters in the x and y directions.Theirposition remains fixed as the temperature is --lowe~ed,by contrast to the satellites related to k 1 with YBich they coex~st down to about 1,00 K.The star of k 2 has ~hree arms,as the symmetry group of k 2 is D 4 h.A symmetry analysis of the irreducible representa~ions(IR's) constructed from the ten small-representations of k 2 shows that 10 ~nly the six-dimensional IR labelled T 10 in Kovalev~s tables may lead to ferroelectric low-symmetry phases.
Actually the polar character 05 ghase Ill is attested by the whole set of diel3ctric measurements ' .More precisely,the domain pattern below 235 K is only compatible with an orthorhombic point-group c 2
, having an-axis paralf-~1 to [llO}These. data designate unambigugusly the space-group C (xy),with a four-fold multiplication of the cubic primitive cefY,as the symmetry o~ phase III.The stabilization of this group,following our analysis ,requires to take ~into account sixth-degree invariants of the six-dimensional orderparameter in the thermodynamic potential associated with T 10 Ck 2 ). The correponding equilibrium conditions for this phase are.
(I)
From the preceding symmetry considerations,we are now able to propose a phenomenological model for the sequence of phases in PCW. (2) where p is the order-parameter modulus corresponding to the INC phase,and ([1 ,ll ) are the non-zero components of the six-dimensional order-parameter 3 associated with the ferroelectric phase. The O term represents the lower degree coupling between the two order-parameters. 
DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES IN THE FERROELECTRIC PHASE
The dielectric behaviour of PCW below 235 K is obtained,following th~ standard procedure by considering the coupling between. the sixcomponent order-parameter and,the spontaneous polarization.In this respect one finds that the lower degree coupling term can be written: 
However while the experimental curves obtained for the polarization and dielectric permittivity below 135 K reflect the theoretical temperature dependences given by (4) and (5),between 135 K and 235 K the experimental results are strongly influenced by the INC regime.In particular one has to take into account the domain effects introduged by the coexistence of the INC and terraelectric phases.
